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ROD KURTMAN LEGAL law firm dates back to 2013. The firm was founded by highly professional in-house lawyers, the alumni of the leading Armenian universities already holding advocates licenses at the moment of starting the company. Partners and associates of the firm continue improving their professional knowledge at the local and foreign higher and other educational institutions till the present moment, as well as constantly share their experience with professional community.

Having been initially founded as a conservative law firm, ROD KURTMAN LEGAL LLC has gradually broadened the range of its offered services in the spheres of HR and financial consulting, corporate governance and accounting.

Through the years the firm has had clients from Western Europe, China, Russia, Middle East and USA, who were foreign organizations acting in the spheres of construction, pharmaceuticals, telecommunication and informational technologies, mining, textile and food manufacture, banking.

Law firm is featured in the rankings of leading ranking agencies, such as IFLR1000 and others.
Recognition

**IFLR 1000, 2022**

Securing rankings in IFLR1000, a key international legal directory for financial and corporate law, GRATA International confirms its position as one of the leading law firms in the region.
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